Summary: CONSORF is a fully automatic high-accuracy identification system that provides consensus prokaryotic CDS information. It first predicts the CDSs supported by consensus alignments. The alignments are derived from multiple genome-to-proteome comparisons with other prokaryotes using the FASTX program. Then, it fills the empty genomic regions with the CDSs supported by consensus ab initio predictions. From those consensus results, CONSORF provides prediction reliability scores, predicted frameshifts, alternative start sites and best pair-wise match information against other prokaryotes. These results are easily accessed from a website. Availability: The regularly updated CDS predictions of prokaryotic genomes as well as the source code are freely accessible through
INTRODUCTION
While the number of known prokaryotic whole genomes is increasing rapidly, the consistency of their coding sequence (CDS) predictions varies depending on the genome (Devos and Valencia, 2001; Riley et al., 2005; Skovgaard et al., 2001) . Moreover, it is difficult to systematically re-annotate them fast enough to keep up with new information from the expanding public databases.
There have been numerous computational methods for processing prokaryotic genomic CDSs. Most of them are ab initio prediction methods such as GeneMark (Borodovsky and McIninch, 1993) , GeneMark.hmm (Lukashin and Borodovsky, 1998) and GLIMMER (Salzberg et al., 1998) . However, the CDSs predicted by such programs usually need further time-consuming manual processes. To complement such ab initio prediction methods, some CDS prediction programs add homology-based methods: ORPHEUS (Frishman et al., 1998) , Critica (Badger and Olsen, 1999) , FrameD (Schiex et al., 2003) and YACOP (Tech and Merkl, 2003) . However, ORPHEUS and FrameD have shown relatively low CDS prediction accuracies, and Critica and YACOP provide neither frame-shift information nor automated prediction pipeline.
Therefore, we have developed a consensus method, CONSORF, a fully automated and regularly updated prediction system for prokaryotic CDSs. It aims to improve both sensitivity and specificity of CDSs prediction.
CONSORF CDS FINDING
CONSORF provides five kinds of predicted CDSs in FASTA and XML formats, based on their sources of evidence and 'refinement levels' in prediction: From a prokaryotic genome sequence, the CONSORF system predicts CDSs in two complementary approaches: homology-based and algorithm-based. In the homology-based approach, pair-wise genome-to-proteome comparisons via the FASTX program (Pearson et al., 1997) are performed. It generates both 'homology CDSs' and 'alternative CDSs', while multiple ab initio predictions currently including GeneMark, GLIMMER and GeneMakr.hmm are conducted to provide 'ab initio CDSs' in the algorithm-based approach. 'Homology CDSs' are determined from the representative FASTX alignment with the highest sum of bit scores in consensus analyses regarding stop, start and frame change positions. On the other hand, the 'ab initio CDSs' are determined from the consensus of the algorithm-based CDSs *To whom correspondence should be addressed.
with the highest sum of CDS nucleotide lengths in the consensus analyses regarding only stop and start positions. On the contrary, 'alternative CDSs' are directly determined from the FASTX alignments with the highest individual bit score across all the pair-wise comparisons. By integrating the complementary 'homology CDSs' first and 'ab initio CDSs' later, avoiding a significant positional overlap on the genome, the 'integrated CDSs' were predicted with high accuracy. To determine the most likely start site among candidate starts, the 'integrated CDSs' aligned exactly with the N-terminal end of a library protein in the pair-wise FASTX comparisons were inspected to provide the final 'representative CDSs'.
CONSORF GENOME BROWSER
Our website features a genome browser (Fig. 1 ) that provides comprehensive and consistent annotation information, including reliability scores, predicted frame-shifts, candidate start sites and the best match. Most of the predicted CDSs are consistent with public CDSs with some minor improvements. If a homology-based CDS with high reliability score contains frame-shift (Fig. 1H) , it needs further manual inspection for its authentic frame-shift or sequencing error. 
